
UMRLAC Meeting Minutes for October 17, 2022
Emergency Online meeting in accordance with 

https://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/VI/91-A/91-A-mrg.htm

Members present:   Michele Tremblay (At Large), Steve Landry (At Large), Krista Crowell (Bow), , 
Adrienne Hutchinson (Canterbury), Claire Lund (Concord), Mark Kaplan (Boscawen), Wayne 
Ives (Franklin) 7:21pm
Members present via Zoom: Joyce Fulweiler (Northfield) 7:09pm
Members absent:   Donna Liolis (Franklin), 
Others present: David Day from Canterbury

The Chair of UMRLAC, Michele Tremblay, called the meeting to order at 7:02 PM. The next 
meeting will be held on November 17th  2022, in Boscawen. 

Consent Agenda Approval
Adrienne moved to accept the consent agenda, Second by Claire; it was approved 
unanimously. 

Treasurer Report

Krista noted that all the funds have been moved from the former UMRLAC bank account and 
closed- UMWA will now handle all funding and Krista has presented the final treasurer’s report 
as UMRLAC treasurer, with her position being only with UMWA moving forward now that the 
5013c has been successfully established.  Michele noted that UMRLAC is now strictly statutory, 
covered under the NH AG’s office should any contentious legal issue arise. Funding for projects, 
monitoring, etc. is now strictly covered under UMWA.  The amount at closing and transfer to 
UMWA was $6,664.20. 

Krista and Michele noted that the next meeting is the annual meeting, and we will eventually 
need to revise the guidance documents to reflect that we will no longer need a treasurer, at the 
annual meeting we plan to simply not elect a new treasurer. 

Mark asked if the source of an issue arises outside our ¼ mile area of permit notification, would 
we be involved? Michele clarified that only if the permit work, actual project happenings are in 
that area, statutorily.  We can file for intervener status or advise if other groups such as 
conservation commissions/committees would ask for input or wish to share information with us.  
Mark noted that Boscawen recently completed a “Natural Resources Inventory” and asked if 
UMRLAC might want to have that information for our purposes.  Michele noted that during the 
UMRLAC’s review of our Corridor Management Plan, this information would be timely and 
welcome. 
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Membership Updates

Steve plans to approach two colleagues who are Concord residents regarding membership.  
Joyce has one or more Northfield residents whom she plans to reach out to. 

FERC Licensing

Lakeport p-6440 Lakeport Hydroelectric One: NH DES and Lakeport Hydraulics added NH DES 
as a co-licensee to the application in August.  They submitted paperwork regarding a trash rack 
with smaller spacing for the purpose of eel exclusion, which was approved, additional 
paperwork was submitted in October. 

Penacook Upper Falls p-6689 (Same as Lower Falls- P-3342): In June DES sent comments to Brian 
Hydro regarding clarification, measurement, and adding photographic evidence. July: Brian 
hydro submitted draft env. Report (exhibit A) In August, nonpublic draft license documents 
submitted, only the cover letter is publicly available for review due to classification as CEII.  
October: Fish passage study is incomplete, NOAA has no statement due to this incompletion.  
Maps, vegetation details, sensitive species information in nearby areas is also missing.   

Upper Merrimack River Corridor Management and Implementation Plan

Michele reminded the committee that UMRLAC voted to wait until next year to apply for 
specific sought-after grant monies.  Michele posed to the committee that recreation is a popular 
topic, more so than other sections to be revised.  The committee discussed the feasibility of the 
long-term goal of an inventory of access points, including public and private by-permission-only 
sites.  Clare reminded the committee of how the management plan has goals for each section, 
but many of those goals overlap, and could potentially be larger overarching goals which could 
be combined into a graphic or matrix of goals- perhaps with checkmarks to reference which 
sections share those goals. Michele suggested we test it with a few sections by the November 
meeting, with 15 chapters being required under the statute, it makes sense to use two of those 
during the initial test of this new design of the CMP. Michele thanked Wayne and Claire for 
their continued work on the project, and urged everyone review the document online and come 
to the next meeting with an idea of specific chapters they would have a specific interest in 
working to update.

Presentation Schedule & Topic Discussion

Michele and Steve noted that many individuals who are known to us across the industry are 
retiring. The committee reiterated their interest in understanding when it’s best/most 
appropriate to have input regarding BMP’s, impervious cover recommendations, etc. in regard 
to how completed each step of the project is when we may receive each of the three types of 
permit.  

Steve proposed we investigate learning about species data in our corridor: specifically, is the 
data correct because that is the last time species were noted due to the lack of existence of that 
species, or a lack of field survey and subsequent information being reported?   

Projects: 
Discussion re:  
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Stickney Ave AOT/LOFTS 11: Bradey Sullivan Properties Development 10/4/22 RFMI from DES

Steve noted item 4 of the RFMI, includes a request for documents to be CC’d to the UMRLAC
and noted its considerable length with 15 bulletin points, including many specific requests we 
noted and numerous points which came up during our previous discussion during the emergency 
Sept ’22 meeting.  

Eversource AOT Amendment Application: 

Steve noted that the expansion of the access area request is due to an absence of rare/protected 
species in the area they wish to expand access.  Timber matting would not be required to 
expand this access area due to the lack of presence of such species.  The committee agreed to ask 
for the inclusion of the details of what field study referred to in the document, as it was not 
included in this amendment to the application. 

Other Business

Michele noted that cyanobacteria bloom was particularly early and extensive due to conditions 
this past Summer, not just in NH lakes, but also the Black River.  The committee discussed the 
specific potential causes, and that there are individuals willing to revive a dormant action in 
monitoring for such conditions.  The committee noted that the closure of public recreation areas 
is a means for garnering public interest on this topic. 

Around the Watershed

The committee noted several items of interest including treatment of milfoil in Canterbury’s fire 
pond, Loons successful reproduction and survival in Boscawen, domestic companion animals 
enjoying recreation without incident, prevalence of wildlife (bear) in Franklin, presence of a 
midge in Webster, formerly recognized to be present in VT and not NH which causes deer to 
contract hemorrhagic fever, and the use of wildlife cameras in Canterbury to view various 
wildlife activity along the shore of the Merrimack River.   

News from UMWA: 

A grant of $3,000 was received from Merrimack Saving Bank via a board member, for the 
purpose of purchasing equipment, specifically microscopes, which would allow potential sort/ID 
if we are eventually not able to utilize St. Paul’s for bug night identification work.   

Bug nights are in negotiation with SPS. Wayne noted that there may be changes to site 2 which 
may necessitate alteration to the site.  Steve noted that there was nearly 100% sampling for the 
duration of the Summer, with only one site (Winnipesaukee site) not sampled at the last of six 
(6) sampling events. Steve and Michele thanked volunteers who enable the monitoring and 
recognized the adopt-a-river site sponsors for their integral support in continuing the 
monitoring program. 

Krista moved to accept the final treasurers report, Adrienne seconded, the motion passed with 
all voting aye excepting Wayne, who abstained since he arrived too late and didn’t review the 
report during the remainder of the meeting.  The meeting was adjourned at 8:56pm.
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Summary of Assignments
Michele  Prepare October UMRLAC meeting agenda. 

 Prepare comments for Eversource AOT App. Amendment 
 Research legal aspects of camping on the river sandbars and banks. 

Steve  Discussions with potential Concord UMRLAC candidates at NHDES. 

 Adrienne  Prepare October meeting minutes. 

 Wayne  Continue to track FERC dam relicensing progress. 

 Joyce  Contact potential Northfield UMRLAC candidates.  

David  Contact TF Moran regarding potential UMRLAC presentation from a 
consulting firm to discuss the process for preparing an application 
from their perspective. 

All  Continue to search for potential members and presenters.  

Minutes submitted by Adrienne Hutchinson.


